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Mike Araldi’s 
Antique

‘Flying
   Diary’

An alluring Waco AGC-8

by Sparky Barnes Sargent

M
ike Araldi is a third-
generation antiquer 
and pilot. He’s em-
braced old airplanes 
since he was a teen-

ager, restoring or reviving nearly 
all of the ones he’s owned. Araldi 
started with a Luscombe 8A when 
he was 16, and then a 1929 Inland 
Sport two years later. By 19, he 

was flying as a commercial pilot. 
He honed a variety of aviation-re-
lated skills throughout his years of 
corporate flying, interspersing half 
a dozen type ratings (including 
Lear Jet) and a private helicopter 
rating with numerous restoration 
projects, including an award-win-
ning Meyers 200D and a Lockheed 
12—and most recently, his 1931 
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Great Lakes Special 2T1E and 1938 
Custom Cabin Waco AGC-8. 

The Waco (NC 2312, serial num-
ber 5063) was selected as Reserve 
Grand Champion – Antique at Sun 
’n Fun International Fly-In & Expo 
this spring, aptly reflecting the fact 
that Araldi’s love for antiques hasn’t 
waned from his early days. “My 
brother and father and I just loved 
old airplanes,” smiles Araldi, ex-
plaining “in high school, my brother 
had an Aeronca C-3, and I had an 
Inland Sport. When I was a senior 
in high school I bought Stampe bi-
planes out of France and Belgium, 
and brought them over here to re-
build. My dad and I learned a lot 
of wood working and fabric-cover-
ing skills together. It was my dream 
growing up to have my own airport 
and rebuild airplanes. I’ve been here 
at Greenswamp Aerodrome, just 
north of Lakeland, Florida, since 
1979. We carved it out of the woods, 
and I’ve had several other airplanes, 
including a Waco YMF-5, a 1937 
VKS-7, and a 1932 UEC.” 

AGC-8
Araldi acquired the AGC-8 from 

Clark and Anna Pester, who owned 
the grand-old cabin biplane for 
about two decades—longer than 
anyone in its history. “They were 
delightful people,” recalls Araldi, 
“and the airplane was just sitting up 
in Hamilton, Ohio. It was in pretty 
rough shape; it had started making 
metal due to an engine bearing fail-
ure, so they pretty much parked it. I 
bought it in December 1997 with the 
idea that it was a project for my dad 
and I to work on together. We started 
on it, but then kind of stopped. I lost 
my father in 2003, and I really didn’t 
start working on the project full time 
until June 2010.” 

The  months  f l ipped  by  on 
Araldi’s calendar, marked in terms 
of man-hours invested in the proj-
ect—7,000 of them—until August 
2011. That’s when he taxied the 
grand-old gal to the end of the air-
strip and paused, treasuring that 
momentous feeling that hands-on 
restorers/pilots know intimately, 

then pushed the throttle to the fire-
wall. The custom cabin Waco thun-
dered down the 3,000-foot grass 
strip, abandoning terra firma and 
climbing above the trees at the end 
of the aerodrome. Home again!

NC-2312 
Only 17 AGC-8s were origi-

nally manufactured, and just four 
are listed on the registry today. 
Aviation historian and author 
Joseph Juptner, describing the 1938 
custom cabin Wacos in U.S. Civil 
Aircraft, writes that they “had that 
subtle tailored look that reflected 
mechanical simplicity but with that 
certain glow of elegance; most cer-
tainly a nice combination of fash-
ion and function.” 

Powered by a 330-hp Jacobs 
L-6 engine turning a Hamilton 
Standard 2B20-209 controllable 
speed propeller, NC-2312 was orig-
inally equipped with two 47-½ 
gallon fuel tanks. As stated on its 
“license authorization,” the air-
plane had an empty weight of 



2,585 pounds and a gross weight 
of 3,800. Its maximum payload 
was 560 pounds with 45 gallons of 
fuel, or 260 pounds with the full 
95 gallons. The biplane’s upper 
wing spans 34 feet, 9 inches, and 
its lower wing 24 feet, 6 inches. It 
stands tall at 8 feet, 7 inches, and 
measures 27 feet, 7 inches from 
nose to tail. 

According to Waco’s “Airplane 
Equipment and History Record” 
(document courtesy Andy Heins 
of the National Waco Club), NC 
2312 flew away from the factory 
in Troy, Ohio, all decked out with 
“Berry Gunmetal grey fuselage and 
wings, trimmed with an insignia 
blue funnel stripe edged in 3/8,” 
Fokker red.” TWA was painted on 
the vertical stabilizer in red, with a 
neat black outline around the let-
ters. This five-place custom cabin 
biplane’s extra equipment included 
three 1-½ minute flares, a Y-type 
control column, an electric heated 
pitot tube, an engine ring cowl, and 
a tailwheel lock. 

According to the aircraft records, 
it was sold on September 20, 1938, 
to Transcontinental & Western 
Air Inc. in Kansas City, Missouri, 
and del ivered two days later. 
Unfortunately, it endured perhaps 
a bit more than its share of mishaps 
during TW&A’s ownership, as ev-
idenced by the replacement parts 
(wings, spar, fin, rudder, landing 
gear center brace struts, etc.) that 
Waco shipped to them. Despite 
that, a total of 773:09 flying hours 
were recorded by October 1, 1940. 
TW&A sold NC-2312 to Vultee 
Aircraft Inc. in Nashville, Tennessee, 
in February 1941; two months later, 
it was sold to Franklin N. Knapp 
at Outlaw Airport in Clarksville, 
Tennessee. Knapp sold it to John 
Otis Beard (Beard’s Flying Service) of 
St. Petersberg, Florida, in November 
1941. In mid-1943, Beard sold the 
biplane to Southern Airways Inc. 
in Atlanta, Georgia. Then in March 
1945, the Waco went to Southern 
Air Services of Memphis, Tennessee. 
A year later, its lengthy chain of a 

dozen private owners began, culmi-
nating with Araldi. 

Araldi  shares that NC 2312 
served as “an instrument trainer 
for both TW&A and Beard’s Flying 
Service,” and that he has recently 
“met people who flew it back in 
the 1940s. One gentleman, Lon 
Cooper, flew the airplane back in 
1942 and took his checkride in it; 
he showed me his logbook entry.” 

Restoration
This AGC-8 had been patched 

and repaired numerous t imes 
through the years, but it entered 
its first complete restoration under 
Araldi’s guiding and experienced 
hands. He turned to fellow mem-
bers of the National Waco Club and 
the Antique Airplane Association 
for technical knowledge and re-
sources, as well as a certain gentle-
man in Louisiana. “David Tyndall 
owns the sister ship (NC 2329, S/N 
5062, a 1938 EGC-8) to mine, and 
he had done a lot of research and 
was an enormous help to me.” 

The main challenge Araldi expe-
rienced with this Waco’s restoration 
was “the sheer size of it! It takes five 
people to turn a wing over; the upper 
wing panels probably weigh close to 
300 pounds,” he chuckles, adding 
“and they had 1,500 man-hours in 
them. My neighbor, John McCloy, 
is a master woodworker and did all 
the work on the upper wings. The 
airplane has brand-new spars and 
ribs, the fuselage tubing has been 
replaced as needed, and attachment 
fittings have been repaired. I learned 
how to do all the sheet metal work, 
and I did a lot of the sheet metal, 
welding, and woodwork myself—
though of course, it takes an army 
of people to finish a project like this. 
There are so many family members, 
friends, and vendors that contribute 
in so many ways.”

Rib stitching was just one of 
the time-consuming aspects of the 
fabric installation. “It was like rib 
stitching a barge!” laughs Araldi, 
“I had my pilot-daughter Morgan 
help me some, but it was pretty 
much a one-man show.” 
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The AGC-8 was the first airplane 
that Araldi covered using the Poly-
Fiber Aircraft Coatings system. “I 
was always the dope and fabric guy, 
and I’ve become a convert,” he 
laughs good-naturedly, adding “the 
only advice I can give is to follow 
the directions in the manual. Don’t 
try to change a thing—just abso-
lutely follow it to the letter. If you 
don’t, it will end up being a mess. 
We built a little paint booth here 
at the airport, that the Waco would 
barely fit in, and I used an HVLP 
system to spray the coatings, fin-
ishing with a top coat of Aerothane 
Polar Grey, with Santa Fe Red, and 
yellow pinstripe trim.” 

Another restoration task entailed 
refurbishing and installing the old 
flare rack, which is hidden inside 
the fuselage. “The original decals 
and inspection stamps were still all 
over the rack,” explains Araldi, “so 
I preserved that history but decided 

not to install the cans through the 
fabric with their aluminum caps on 
the outside of the fuselage.” 

Metal wheelpants were original 
to this Waco, and that facet of the 
project consumed about a month’s 
time. First, Araldi contacted D&D 
Classic in Ohio. “They made a re-
verse saddle and sent us the two 
halves, then we put them together 
and cut and fit them, along with 
all the fairings around the gear. 
I’ve got a planishing hammer and 
an English wheel, and we formed 
some of the fairings ourselves,” he 
elaborates, adding, “We also made 
the cheek cowls under the pilot’s 
window, and the inspection ac-
cess doors. The windshield frame 
is about 70 percent original, but 
we made the rest. And we also 
built new fuel tanks. And I went 
to school to learn how to form 
the more complicated compound 
curves for the cowling.” 

Horsepower
Radial Engines, LTD in Guthrie, 

Oklahoma, overhauled the Jacobs 
L-6, and an ADC oil filter system 
was installed at that time, as well 
as a Jasco alternator. “Steve and 
Caleb Curry are good people and 
suggested their fuel injection sys-
tem for the engine. The L-6 is a 
good engine, but it’s one that can’t 
be abused. You really have to stay 
on top of it and keep the valves ad-
justed and mind your cylinder head 
temperatures. The advantage of the 
fuel injection is more horsepower, 
and being able to keep the cylinder 
head temperatures close together,” 
reflects Araldi, “so I’ll probably do 
that at some point. But so far, I’ve 
flown it for about 38 hours, and I’m 
very pleased with it.” 

Interior
Attention to the interior detail 

of the cabin is evident with just a 

Poly-Fiber fabric is being installed 
over the restored fuselage frame.

Rear view of the fuselage in Poly-Spray phase. Ron Baumgartner helped throughout the restoration.

NC 2312 during restoration.Installation of the new wing tank.
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sweeping glance—the burl walnut 
finish on the instrument panel, 
the handsome wool headliner, 
the carpet-lined baggage compart-
ment, the Ford ashtrays in the door 
panels, and the luxurious leather 
and broadcloth upholstery (with 
memory-foam cushioned seats). 
“I got the styling from an original 
brochure; there wasn’t much left 
of the original interior in the air-
plane when I got it,” he explains, 
laughing and adding, “Someone 
had used velvets and shag carpet 
for the interior back in the 1970s! 
We had Mike Duncan of Duncan 
Interiors here in Lakeland do the 
carpets and upholstery.”

Araldi decided not to use the 
homemade instrument panel and 
modern instruments that came 
with the Waco when he bought it. 
So he journeyed back to the han-
gar in Ohio, where he discovered 
the original instrument panel, with 
some of the original instruments 
still in it (which he had overhauled 
by Instrument Pro in California). 
He also discovered TW&A’s origi-
nal fleet number plate with “231” 
stamped on it. Since he wanted to 
keep the original panel intact, he 
says he “built a box that fits verti-
cally between the front seats for the 
transponder, encoder, and trans-
ceiver. I can pull four screws and 
easily stow it when I don’t need it.” 

He wanted the panel itself to 
look like burl walnut, so he learned 
yet another new skill—how to suc-
cessfully apply a faux paint finish 
that looks like wood. He went to 
a one-day class offered by Grain-It 
Technologies Inc. of Winter Haven 
and learned the proper techniques—
then purchased the do-it-yourself 
kit. “It’s really neat,” he says enthu-
siastically. “You paint a base coat on 
it, and then you have different types 
of patterns that you pick up with a 
roller, and you just roll it on. I did 
a base coat of the tan walnut, and 
then I rolled the cutout design with 
black paint and went over the panel. 
The instrument openings and win-
dow trim are also done that way—I 
learned a lot!” 

Woodgraining
on Metal

By H.G. FrautscHy

For a number of years 
the late Bennie Estes of 
Florida offered his wood-
graining on metal services to aircraft, boat, and automotive restorers. Bennie had 
purchased the actual printing plates and other tools from the original user—his for-
mer employer, the National Cash Register Company in Dayton, Ohio. Some members 
will remember that one of the most outstanding features of Densil Williams’ Aeronca 
Super Chief restoration done some years ago was the per fect instrument panel, 
which was done by Bennie using the exact plate pattern (Zebrawood) and paints/
woodgrain compounds to match. Now you can do it yourself, thanks to a company 
which has followed in his footsteps. Evan of Grain-It Technologies points out on their 
website that there were many people involved in the process when it was being done 
in a factory setting, and only minimal training was needed to get them up to snuff 
so they could do the work in a fast-paced production environment. Now, you can buy 
a kit to do the process yourself. It looks like a great skill to learn and have fun with 
as you create your own woodgrained metal piece. You can reach them at: Grain-It 
Technologies Inc., 334 Commerce Court, Winter Haven, FL 33880, 863-299-4494, 
www.Woodgraining.com
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Araldi readily shares that he did 
enjoy full-time help throughout the 
project from Ron Baumgartner—
who also helped him on other proj-
ects. “In a 16-month period, we 
restored the Waco, recovered the 
1930 Great Lakes, my daughter’s 
1939 Taylorcraft, and I’m just about 
ready to fly a 100 percent brand-
new (kit) Swick Clip T!” he explains 
breathlessly. But they did get a 
chance to catch their breath—just 
a bit—as they waited on the paper-
work for the Waco.

Paper Obstacle
The last restoration-related hurdle 

for Araldi was locating an FAA em-
ployee or representative who was fa-
miliar with antique airplanes in order 
to obtain approval and an airworthi-
ness certificate. “It took about two 
months—I was so frustrated, because 
I tried to work with a couple of DARs 
and they didn’t really understand 
old airplanes. They were very polite 
and professional, but they were do-
ing work on corporate jets coming 
back and forth from Europe—which 
I have done a lot of, because I used to 

buy and sell them from all 
over the world—and they 
just weren’t in the an-
tique airplane mode,” says 
Araldi, elaborating, “Then 
finally I found Al Kimball 
at the local FSDO, and 
he walked me through 
and got all my paperwork 
done for me. He was just 
phenomenal; he knew ex-
actly what to do.” 

Airborne
Araldi was thrilled to complete the 

AGC-8’s ground-up restoration and 
ecstatic to start flying it. He’s found 
that it burns about 19 gph and in-
dicates 145 mph at about 65 per-
cent power. When coming in for a 
landing, he brings it across the fence 
at 75 to 80 mph. “Flying the Waco 
Cabin is fabulous!” he says. “My UEC 
Waco flew very well, as did the VKF-
7, which was very heavy and didn’t 
perform as well as I thought it would, 
but the AGC-8 really surprised me—
the ailerons and pitch are relatively 
light, the rudder is surprisingly very 
sensitive in the air, and so far it has 
no bad tendencies on pavement. I’ve 
three-pointed and wheel-landed it, 
and it doesn’t seem to know the dif-
ference one way or the other. It’s an 
ox; it’s a big old airplane, and I ex-
pected it to be a handful, but it’s ac-
tually an absolute delight to fly!”

The Waco seems to give its own 
unique voice to its pleasure to be flying 
again; Araldi has noticed something 
akin to a delicate “whistle” as it slows 
below 80 mph. “It’s funny—you don’t 
even have to look at the airspeed,” he 

says, “you can trim it up, fly the air-
plane, put the flaps down, and as soon 
as it’s at about 78 mph indicated, you’ll 
hear a very distinct sound.” 

Araldi’s ‘Flying Diary’
Now that the AGC-8 has found 

its home, it will likely stay there for 
years to come. Araldi simply plans 
to enjoy flying it (along with the 
rest of his fleet). In a way, he feels 
like NC 2312 was a grand finale, 
of sorts. Laughing, he explains, “I 
would never do another one—it was 
just so consuming. But…I loved it! I 
enjoyed every segment of it tremen-
dously because it was an adventure. I 
never got in a hurry and very rarely 
got frustrated. It’s kind of cool, be-
cause when I walk around it now—
like when I wipe it down or people 
are looking at it—I look at certain ar-
eas of the airplane, and it’s literally 
a living, flying diary. I mean, I can 
remember when I did the tail, when 
I built the boot for the tail wheel, 
when I did this or that. It’s just like 
reading a diary—and I can even re-
member the smells and the feeling of 
sanding my fingerprints off and rib 
stitching—just everything!”

There’s one other aspect of the 
restoration that Araldi particularly 
relished, and that was the very first 
flight. He reflects, “That’s an experi-
ence you cannot explain to some-
body. When you spend years and 
money you have and money you 
don’t have and everything else…
when you sit out there at the end of 
that runway and light that thing off, 
it’s the most amazing feeling. It’s just 
incredible!” Indeed, it is.
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